Circumnavigation of Iceland – Wildlife Report
27th July – 5th August 2018
Day 1, 27th July: Departing Reykjavik
I arrived on board the beautiful Hebridean Sky in a sunny, but chilly, Reykjavik. After settling into my cabin, I enjoyed
meeting passengers during the safety briefing and the first of our voyage briefings, introducing myself and the ORCA
programme that I would be delivering on board. As I had dinner on the Lido deck, our first cetaceans of the trip were
sighted off the stern – two minke whales! After this initial excitement, I got an early night, ready for our first deck
watch the following morning.
Day 2, 28th July: Flatay & Latrájberg Cliffs
It was a glassy-calm sunrise deck watch on arrival into the small island of Flatay, but despite perfect watching
conditions, there were no cetacean sightings this morning.

Arriving into Flatay, watching from the decks of the Hebridean Sky
After a great walk around the beautiful island of Flatay, I was up on deck ready for departure, sailing towards the
Latrájberg Cliffs. We had a successful deck watch, this afternoon. Our first sighting was a single minke whale, then a
single harbour porpoise.

Minke Whale (Photo credit Sue Forbes)
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A pod of five white-beaked dolphins surfaced in front of the ship, and after a tannoy announcement, these dolphins
put on a show for passengers as they surfaced energetically right beside the ship on the port side. Another single
minke whale was sighted surfacing briefly on the starboard side, before we slowed down and lowered the Zodiacs.
The minke whales were living up to their elusive-behavioured reputation, by surfacing once or twice before completely
disappearing!
Whilst on the Zodiac cruise, we saw some other marine mammals – grey seals being inquisitive and investigating us
sat the Zodiacs.

White-beaked dolphins (Photo credit Sue Forbes)

White-beaked dolphin (Photo credit Sue Forbes)
Day 3, 29th July: Vigur Island
This morning, we explored the magnificent island of Vigur – famous for its eider duck down. From the Zodiac landing
site, we spotted curious common seals close to the pebble beach, and then a minke whale swimming in the fjord. A
great sight to watch from land and a few lucky passengers also got a closer look during their Zodiac ride back to the
ship. It was a beautifully calm morning, but as we departed Vigur, the winds had picked up and the sky had darkened
- we started getting ourselves mentally prepared for the forecasted rough weather.
As we came out of the fjord, admiring the hills and dramatic waterfalls around us, the winds picked up and suddenly
a huge swell was felt underneath our feet. It got incredibly windy out on deck, and the bow of the ship crashing down
onto the waves made it impossible for whale watching. In the storm, we had winds gusting at over 65mph and a swell
of over 6m – definitely not surveying weather!
However, I think our most exciting sighting of the day was mid-afternoon, when a large ice berg was sighted on the
starboard side. We watched in awe as huge waves crashed up against its side and we thought about the strong winds
and currents that had brought this huge chunk of ice down from the Arctic.
I was delighted to hear that even during rough seas, some eagled eyes (and strong stomached!) passengers spotted a
pod of acrobatic dolphins in the wake of the ship and a humpback whale off the stern. I was definitely off whale
watching duties during the storm and spent the majority of it in my cabin (hoping that a whale would appear in the
port-hole window when it was intermittently underwater!).
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Day 4, 30th July: Hrísey and Siglufjörður
Waking up after a slightly disturbed sleep, we were all delighted to be anchored in the sheltered fjord of Eyjafjörður,
ready to take the Zodiacs on shore to the island of Hrísey – a village that the Hebridean Sky had never visited before!
After exploring this small, beautiful island, I quickly headed out on deck as we departed. Despite the seas being rough,
it was worth being out on the open decks for, as I knew that Eyjafjörður is incredibly productive for humpback whales,
especially at this time of year. The first sighting was a huge splash! A humpback whale breaching no further than
150m away. In rough seas, whales tend to me more active (especially minke whales and humpback whales), so this
was an even better excuse to watch. Then, two large black dorsal fins cut into the surface of the swell straight ahead,
which turned out to be two white-beaked dolphins fast swimming straight past the ship. I spotted a blow on the
starboard side and watched a large dark back roll through the water and a characteristic two-tired bumpy dorsal fin –
another humpback whale.
As the swell picked up and the waves started to crash over the bow (soaking me all the way though!), I thought it was
safer to be inside, so I watched from The Lounge with guests, but no more humpback whales or other cetaceans were
sighted between the large swell and many white-caps.
We tucked into Siglufjörður for the afternoon and explored the fascinating Herring museum in this town.
Heading East after our visit to Siglufjörður, we once again headed back into Eyjafjörður towards Akureyri, and kept a
keen lookout for cetaceans. As we passed Hrísey (now on the East side of the island), our whale sightings began, with
a humpback whale sighted tail fluking first.

Humpback whale tail fluke in Eyjafjörður
Some splashes a few hundred metres ahead altered us to three white-beaked dolphins, who leaped and jumped in
the calm waters of the fjord. Three humpback whales were sighted across the fjord from us, close to land.
Suddenly, a humpback whale straight ahead! The animal surfaced about 100m from the bow, and then again right
underneath our feet, only metres away from the bow on the port side. You could hear the whale exhale and we had
a fantastic view of the whale – blowhole, tubercles (hair follicles), long white pectoral fins, dorsal fin and its back,
before this huge animal dived underneath the Hebridean Sky. Running to the back of the ship, we watched the whale
surface a few more times near the wake before it was out of sight. With close encounters like this, you do really get
to appreciate how large these marine mammals are!

Humpback whale
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After a short white, a Minke whale surfaced once on the port side, and then a flock of circling and diving Arctic terns
caught our eye and we then observed a small pod of harbour porpoise feeding underneath them. We soon docked in
Akureyri before sunset.
Day 5, 31st July: Akureyri
As I was having breakfast, I was sad to hear that just ten minutes before, some whales had been sighted at the side of
the ship as it was alongside in Akyreyri! Our guide on the excursion also informed us that whales had been sighted in
the fjord just the day before – northern bottlenose whales! I scanned the seas from the coach but did not see anything
in the fjord this morning.
But as I returned from the tour, and passengers started to get back on board, an excited Sue burst into my cabin and
demanded I grabbed my camera and came with her to see the northern bottlenose whales which one of the coaches
had just seen when driving back to the ship! I do not think I have ever walked so fast in my life – we power walked to
an area where we could see some small crowds gathering. As we were walking, constantly scanning the sea, suddenly
I saw a blow and a back and was delighted that these animals were still there! Seven northern bottlenose whales! I
couldn’t believe it – these animals are usually seen in deep waters and can dive to 1,500m deep and hold their breath
for over an hour and a half. To see them from shore was certainly rare – but gave us the opportunity of seeing these
elusive whales close up.

Northern bottlenose whales (Photo credit Sue Forbes)
We spent over an hour watching these whales in the fjord, with some passengers joining us too. One member of the
pod was much smaller than the rest of the group – a calf! As we watched these animals surface again and again, you
could clearly see the large, bulbous forehead and the brown colour of these animals. We were even lucky enough to
observe one animal spyhopping – where they stick their head out of the water and appear to have a visual look around.
I enjoyed giving my recap on the northern bottlenose whales and talking about this exciting but rare encounter all
evening! As the ship departed Akureyri, we had a deck full of passengers hoping to also see the whales and as we
pulled out of our berth, we could still see the whales in the fjord, as well as a beautiful rainbow and cloud formations
above the fjord.
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Northern bottlenose whale spyhopping (Photo credit Sue Forbes). Note the single blowhole characteristic of all
toothed cetaceans (Odontocetes).

Northern bottlenose whales in Eyjafjörður (Photo credit Sue Forbes)
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Day 6, 1st August: Húsavík & Grímsey Island
Although no cetaceans were sighted on deck watch during the approach into Húsavík (the whale watching capital of
Iceland), we were all able to get a closer view of these ocean giants during a whale watching excursion. As we donned
on our warm, waterproof ‘onesies’, we boarded a refurbished sailing vessel and headed back out into Skjálfandi bay.
We were able to view two humpback whales exhibiting many behaviours, including lunge feeding (as the whales were
feeding on herring shoals), tail slapping and even a breach!
After warming up on hot chocolate distributed on the boat, with a nice cinnamon bun – I was excited to get back on
the ship to see if we could record these whales whilst officially on survey.

Feeding humpback whale close to Husavik

Lunge feeding humpback whale (Photo credit Sue Forbes)
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Humpback whale breach! (Photo credit Sue Forbes)
As we headed back out into Skjálfandi bay (again!), I searched the seas for humpback whales, and sighted two quite
far away from the ship (the giveaway was to look for where the whale watching boats were!).
Heading back out into open seas, the sea state increased, but that didn’t impact our sightings. Again, the rough
weather encouraged some acrobatic behaviour from numerous pods of white-beaked dolphins, and we saw them
breach, tummy slap and back flip around us on the ship, as well as the dolphins approach the ship to bow ride. We
had fantastic views of these impressive dolphins as they twisted, swerved and surfaced in the pressure wave of the
ship around us.
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Acrobatic white-beaked dolphins (Photo credit Sue Forbes)

Bow-riding white-beaked dolphin (Photo credit Sue Forbes)
As we approached Grímsey, I took a short break from whale watching duties to celebrate crossing the Arctic circle!
In the afternoon, more pods of white-beaked dolphins were sighted – especially when Sandy came out on deck with
her lucky hat on! The sea state steadily increased as the afternoon went on, until it was too rough to be surveying.
In total this evening, 32 white-beaked dolphins were sighted.
Day 7, 2nd August: Mjóifjördur & Neskaupstaður
Waking up at sunrise, the sea was extremely calm, but fog hampered my watch. A pod of four white-beaked dolphins
made a brief appearance before we approached Mjóifjörđur. When in the fjord, the fog and clouds lifted and the sun
came out which gave us an incredible view of this magnificent fjord.
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Although no marine mammal sightings were made this evening, the highlight was a humongous group of fulmars that
circled the ship for over 20 minutes! There must have been thousands of these birds around us, swooping and gliding
close to those watching on the open deck.

Fulmar invasion! (Photo credit Sue Forbes)
As the sun was setting, we were able to make a close approach to an impressive gannet colony, before we all retired
for the evening.
Day 8, 3rd August: Höfn
After an exciting day on and around the Vatnajökull ice cap, I was ready to watch out on the decks one the Captain
and crew had made the hard maneuverer out of the dock (which they made look extremely easy!).
Despite mirror calm conditions, we were only treated to one sighting of a single Minke whale at the front of the ship.
However, guests dining on the Lido Deck did also spot a couple more Minke whales from the stern of the ship.

Minke whale surfacing when leaving Höfn
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Day 9: Heimaey
Despite calm seas, again it was the dense fog that limited visibility on this morning’s deck watch. But the fog soon
cleared as the sun warmed the sky, and a wonderful day was had by all on the beautiful volcanic island of Heimaey.

All eyes on the sea! Deck watching whilst departing Heimay
Almost all passengers were out on deck with me as we departed Heimaey this afternoon, as these waters are a real
cetacean hotspot – especially renowned for killer whales! All eyes were on the seas – our first sighting was one of an
uncooperative Minke whale that surfaced a couple of times, but once we slowed the ship down to get a closer view,
the whale disappeared!
Hopes were starting to dampen and the passenger numbers out on deck started to dwindle as a slightly chilly wind set
in. As we came around the Southern end of Surtsey Island, I was watching gannets diving impressively into the
water…suddenly, a huge black dorsal fin broke the surface of the water and glinted in the sun – I immediately shouted
out the sighted in an extremely excited manner and radioed the bridge to do an announcement. It wasn’t long before
the decks were jam packed with passengers again, wanting to see the ocean’s top predator – killer whales (or orcas)!!
We were lucky enough to be able to divert the ship to investigate and we slowed right down, allowing us to view these
orcas in their natural environment, exhibiting many different behaviours.
It was obvious that this pod of orcas, eight in total with two calves (one of which was very small), were feeding. It was
a feeding frenzy as the orcas swam in circles to concentrate the fish (mackerel or herring) into a concentrated area,
before tail slapping and surfacing quickly to catch all the fish caught in their ‘net’ – this is a technique called carrousel
feeding and it was amazing to observe. Gannets were diving at huge speeds around the orcas to get an easy meal.
The pod stayed in this area for over an hour, as we stayed off the coast of Surtsey watching them. Those on the port
side of the ship also sighted an energetic pod of white-beaked dolphins also feeding and making a huge commotion
in the water with lots of splashing, tail slapping and breaching.
The orcas were uninterested in us, and once they went on their way, we continued our circumnavigation of Surtsey.
There were smiling faces all evening after this once in a lifetime encounter. Thanks again to Sandy for wearing her
lucky hat to entice the orca encounter!!
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Orca calf (left) with mother (right) (Photo credit Sue Forbes)

Orca surrounded by gannets (Photo credit Sue Forbes)
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Two male orcas surfacing

Orca pod surrounded by gannets (Photo credit Sue Forbes)
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Day 10: Arrival into Reykjavik
I departed the Hebridean Sky with fond memories of the incredible wildlife sighted throughout the voyage. We hope
you enjoyed the ORCA whale watching activities on board, and we hope to see you all on board again soon!
We would like to say a huge thank you to all of the crew, expedition team, the expedition Leader Pam, Captain and all
the wonderful passengers that joined us on this voyage and helped us with our vital data collection work. We would
also like to thank Noble Caledonia for allowing us to undertake our surveying work on board.
ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term protection of
whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats. For more information about us,
please visit our website www.orcaweb.org.uk
A huge thank you to Sue Forbes for her fantastic pictures which were used throughout this report
www.sueforbesphotography.com
For more information about Noble Caledonia, please visit www.noble-caledonia.co.uk
For a map of all the marine wildlife seen and recorded during this voyage please see the next page.

Anna and David watching for whales and dolphins in an Icelandic sunset
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